THE CAMPAIGN

Kilachand Honors College Students Get Their Own Home

Another $10 million from GSM alum to renovate Shelton Hall

The biggest-ever gift to BU has gotten bigger, and Shelton Hall has gotten a new name.

Trustee Rajen Kilachand (GSM’74) boosted his 2011 record $25 million gift to the Kilachand Honors College by another $10 million, which is being used to renovate the Shelton Hall student residence. That building, renamed Kilachand Hall in honor of the donor’s parents, will house Kilachand Honors College students. Both installments of Kilachand’s donation are part of the University’s $1 billion comprehensive fundraising campaign. (See page 14.)

“We have shown that our comprehensive campaign is an exemplar for all of us.”

Kilachand Hall, which currently has the capacity for 420 students, will house both Kilachand Honors College students and students from other schools. Renovations will not affect the second through eighth floors (the residential ones) and likely will leave in place the fourth floor Writers’ Corridor, so dubbed because playwright Eugene O’Neill lived there in the 1950s, when the building was a hotel. The Nobel laureate died there in November 1953, and lore has it that his ghost haunts the fourth floor. Its residents publish their collected writings each spring. Originally one of the first Sheraton Hotels, the 1923 structure was sold in 1950 and renamed the Shelton Hotel. BU bought it in 1954 for dorm space.

Renovations will include a new elevator and stairwell to the ninth-floor lounge areas, which will double as lounge space and as a site for events hosted by the Kilachand Honors College and the University. The renovated first floor will have student study and meeting space, new offices for college staff, a seminar/conference room, a common room, office space for the Residence Life staff, and improved services, such as laundry facilities.

Other BU schools and programs also have designated residential space, because of the University’s belief that socializing with fellow students and faculty out of class supports in-class learning. And while the Kilachand Honors College is definitely part of a major research university, director Charles Dellheim, the first Arvind and Chandan Nandlal Kilachand Professor, says it is a very personal program, with “the spirit of a small liberal arts college.”

The Kilachand Honors College plans to enroll 400 students by 2016 and offers classes for BU’s highest-performing freshmen. Its students enroll in one of BU’s undergraduate schools, but take a quarter of their credits through the college.

Kilachand is the president and chairman of the Dodsal Group, a Dubai-based multinational with engineering, mining, trading, and hospitality interests. RICH BARLOW

Students Pledge One Million Hours of Service

Contributing to the Campaign for BU

Students looking at the millions of dollars already raised for the Campaign for Boston University may feel they have little to contribute to such a monumental endeavor.

But they can now play a vital role in the University’s first comprehensive fundraising campaign, whose goal is to support students and faculty, fund research, maintain and improve facilities, and support special programs.

The BU student body has pledged to complete one million hours of community service as their donation to the campaign. The announcement was made at the Celebration of BU, the public kickoff of the campaign, on September 22, 2012. (See page 14.)

“What makes us great as a campus is our altruistic nature,” says Dexter McCoy (COM’14), former Student Government president. “We love having Boston as our campus.”
Addition to building will bear media giant’s name

**Sumner Redstone Gives $18 Million to School of Law**

Media giant and former School of Law faculty member Sumner M. Redstone has given the school $18 million, a gift that will kick-start the construction of an addition to LAW’s main tower on the Charles River Campus.

“On behalf of all my colleagues at Boston University, I want to express my deepest appreciation for you, Sumner, and for everything you’ve done for the School of Law,” said President Robert A. Brown last September before a packed audience of LAW faculty and students in the Metcalf Trustee Ballroom.

“The Boston University School of Law is a hub of legal scholarship and academic achievement,” said Redstone (Hon.’94), after whom the addition will be named. “The study that takes place within its walls is enormous. It’s my hope that this beautiful building, and I must say it’s got a pretty good name, will serve students for many years to come.”

In an earlier interview, Redstone said, “I feel very good about having the building named after me. I feel a very close relationship with Boston University.” A 1947 graduate of Harvard Law School, he recalled with fondness his three years on the faculty of the BU school, beginning in 1982, teaching the school’s first course on entertainment law. “It’s a great law school,” he said.

Tad Jankowski (LAW’82), his teaching assistant at the time, went on to become general counsel of National Amusements, the theatrical exhibition company privately owned by Redstone and his daughter, Shari Redstone (LAW’78,’81).

Redstone’s BU connection goes beyond his teaching stint. This year marks the 33rd Redstone Film Festival, an annual high-profile College of Communication event he sponsors. And in 1994, he received an honorary degree from the University.

“Mr. Redstone’s commitment to the law school began many years ago as a member of our faculty, so it is fitting that our new classroom building will bear his name,” said Maureen A. O’Rourke, dean of LAW.

“At a time when legal education is facing many challenges, Mr. Redstone’s gift is a tremendous vote of confidence in the future of legal education at Boston University School of Law.”

The executive chairman of CBS and Viacom has spoken often about his commitment to excellence. His 2001 book, *A Passion to Win*, written with Peter Knobler, is the story of his humble beginnings as the child of Russian immigrants in Boston and his lifelong work of building a media empire. “I was born with nothing,” said Redstone, who grew up in Boston’s West End. “It was a long journey from there to where I am today, with lots of difficulties along the way.”

Redstone joined the family business, a chain of drive-in movie theaters, after working as a lawyer for the U.S. Department of Justice tax division and a brief stint in private practice. What began as a modest enterprise now operates about 950 screens, including Showcase Cinemas, Multiplex Cinemas, and Cinema de Lux, as well as IMAX theaters in the United States and Argentina.


With a net worth of more than $4 billion, the 89-year-old Redstone attributes his success to doing something he loves and to unremitting hard work. “I work as hard today as I ever did in my life,” he said. **Susan Seligson and Leslie Friday**

---

By giving back to the community, we will make it clear that we appreciate what we get from the University. We want to give a lot back, and we want to give service.”

Included in the tally will be hours of service dating from fall 2011 through the campaign’s conclusion in 2017. (The 2011 hours are included to reflect the campaign’s unofficial “quiet” period, which began about two and a half years ago.) As of early January 2013, nearly 304,000 hours had already been donated.

McCoy says that part of the inspiration for the idea came from a student initiative commemorating the inauguration of President Robert A. Brown in 2006. Jonathan Marker (CAS’07), then Student Union president, pledged one hour of community service for each undergraduate student—17,000 hours in total—as a gift to Brown, a goal that was exceeded by several thousand hours.

This time, the same emphasis is being placed on getting 100 percent participation from students, McCoy says, adding that it isn’t necessary for a student to volunteer with a group to be counted. Anyone who spends time working with an outside nonprofit, tutoring, or helping a frail neighbor can contribute their hours. **AL**